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Opinion – take part profits, sell 1/3

Bubble mania continues. US Millennials are flocking into Global Batterry Metals today, up 12 cents on big
volume out of the US. We now have a gain over 100% since Jamuary 1st and a triple from the buy price.
Often they drive these stocks go up for 2 or 3 days, one never knows. I think it is best to take some profits. I
am suggesting selling 1/3 of your position.

Signal
I put out my first message on the platform Friday about taking profits in Draganfly and selling Birchcliff.
Yesterday morning was an alert to buy Providence. Today an alert to sell Gilat Satellite, up almost 100%.
And another alert around 11:30 to take profits in GBML. I simply record a 20 or 30 second voice message to
send out. Just this simple newsletter takes at least 20 minutes to compose and another 10 to 15 to email.
On signal it takes me 1 minute and you get info to your phone in seconds.
This platform is not a social media site. It is the best and secure message system that is currently available
and not owned by big tech. It is very easy for me to use and I will probably at some point move totally to this
system and stop emailing a newsletter, maybe a link? I doubt it will ever be forced to close. You can only
have a maximum in your group of 1,000. This means it is not much good for people like Trump, celebrities
and such with large followings.
Anyway I encourage you to join, Just download the signal app to your phone, go through the setup that is
quite simple, than email me your phone number. I will find you on the platform and invite you to the
playstocks group on Signal
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